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ARDXC Officials and Addresses 
Committee 
Officers: Tony Magon (President), Robert Fitzgerald (Vice-
President), John Wright (Secretary), Geoffrey Wright (Treasurer) 
Ordinary Committee Members: David Brown, John Sanderson, 
Dennis Allen, Denis Smithson. 
Correspondence for Committee: John Wright, 71 Hilton Ave, 
Roselands NSW 2196. 
 
Annual Membership Fees (from 1/7/2013): 
All prices quoted in Australian dollars and include GST. 
Australia $62 (Student under 18yo $31); 
NZ, Pacific & Asia $84; Rest of the World $98; 
Family Membership $10 
Email only membership $20 Australia (or US $20 overseas) 
Email + Hard Copy Membership $70 Australia 
Sample copies of the ADXN are available for $5 (or equivalent) 
from John Wright, 71 Hilton Avenue, Roselands, NSW, 2196. 
Email inquiries can be directed to dxer1234@gmail.com 
 

 
Editorial Deadlines & Addresses 

Next deadlines: 
July 2019 (Issue 626): Friday 28 June 2019 
August 2019 (Issue 627): Friday 2 August 2019 
 
SW Trail, On Air and Editorial 
Craig Seager, 12 Pellion Place, Windradyne, NSW, 2795 
(email: shango12@gmail.com) 
Broadcast Band/FM/The Listening Post 
John Wright, 71 Hilton Ave, Roselands NSW 2196. 
(email: dxer1234@gmail.com) 
Utility 
John Volpato, PO Box 247, Deakin West, ACT 2600. 
(email: john@volpato.net) 
Amateur 
Bob Ronai, (email: vk2bob@gmail.com) 

 

News from Club HQ (with John Wright) 
Welcome to the June 2019 ADXN.  
 
It’s our birthday 54 years old. 
 
As customary we welcome our new members 
 
2829 Kwon Dae-Geun from South Korea. Kwon has a 
Kenwood TS 5705 and a PL380. 
 
Welcome Kwon I think you’re the first Korean member! Have 
a look through the magazine and please contribute to the 
section of your choice. 
 
158 members currently. Don’t forget to renew! 
 
Sydney Branch Meeting. 
Saturday 11th May at John Wright’s place at Roselands 
 
Those attending were a hardy group; Bob Yorsten (and 
great to see you on 4 wheels Bob), Nick Lambropoulos, 
Tony Magon, John Sanderson, Denis Smithson who 
brought along David Brown, Geoffrey Wright, John Faulkner 
and my good self, Johno 
 

 
Sydney AGM in late October will be at Roppers Crossing 
near St Mary’s in Sydney’s west. Due to the kindness of 
Denis Smithson. Apparently we have a hall to play in. 
 
Roppers Crossing has the latest in train stations, I said this 
because of David Brown he loves trains as did Ian Stanley 
who passed away a few years ago in Victoria. Also my 
brother Geoff, who is not my brother, loves looking for seat 
belts in trains. No sport, you’re not on a plane! I still think 
this was one of the humours moments in travel of the club 
to the Broken Hill AGM! 
 
So, all you blokes in the western suburbs and the sandstone 
cliffs we are now 1 hour closer to you for the AGM. 
 
Volunteer needed to provide 10 minutes of programming to 
send to Radio 4KZ Innisfail 531 also on 5055 kHz and 1611 
in the gulf 873 and many other FM stations in the network.  
 
Pay is zero and you’re helping this club to go to air at 1115 
UTC that’s 9.15pm in the Eastern states on a Sunday night. 
(I do not have time on Sundays either 12 hours of work), or 
12 hours of Rugby league, and currently now I have to go to 
the judiciary as one of our players was sent off for fighting. 
We won the fight and the game 40 to 10 currently sitting just 
behind the leader in second place. The opposition had 2 
sent off and in 1 ambulance as they lost the fight as well. 
Tough hard men my blokes. If anyone would like to come 
down and see the premier A Grade side in action, call or me 
on 0416 766490 or email dxer1234@gmail.com.  
 
Well, the atmospheric conditions are poor as no sunspots 
but very now and then there are openings, see Broadcast 
band section so 73’s and have a go at listening!  
 
Till next month take care, Johno 
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    Shortwave Trail 
 Our monthly roundup of members’ loggings edited by Craig Seager 

 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com 
 
 
3210U Unique Radio, Gunnedah. Just there 1200, 31/5. 

Tim Gaynor has been asking for reports (Ireland). 

¤ The dulcet tones of Glenn Hauser 0955, ID and 

frequency 0958, then ARDXC segment. Very 

good, despite a bit of lightning static, 3/6 (Seager-

B) 

3215 WWCR, Nashville TN. Overcomer Ministry at f/in 

0710, generally a weak signal throughout, 28/5. 

(Wagner) 

3219.9 PBS Pyongyang Pansong, Hamhung. A range 

of instrumental and vocal musical selections at 

1815, weak signal. Runs // 3320 where it was 

much stronger and bang on frequency! 21/5 

(Wagner) 

3310 R.Mosoj Chaski, Cochabamba. Long Spanish 

talks from 1100 to f/out 1117, mainly female 

speaker.  A weak signal in amongst the 

neighbour’s TVI hash, 19/5 (Wagner) 

3325 VoI, Palangkaraya. German service at 1815 with 

softly spoken female announcer and occasional 

musical interludes. Fair to poor signal, 21/5 

(Wagner) 

3910 Voice of the People, Goyang. At 1825, Korean 

talks at an equal level with NK jamming, fair signal 

and // 3480, 3930, 4450, 6520, 6600, all with 

jamming, plus 3480 with no jamming at all (the 

best signal). 3255 kHz was not on air. 21/5 

(Wagner) 

4747.61 R.Huanta Dos Mil, Huanta, Ayacucho. LA pop 

songs and announcer chat at 1130, fair to poor 

signal until f/out at 1205, QRM from VoI-

Makassar’s Mandarin service on 4750, so 

listening to the Peruvian was best in LSB. 19/5 

(Wagner) 

4750 VoI, Makassar. German service at 1845, into 

Dutch at 1900. Some QRM from the co-channel 

Bangladesh Betar but otherwise a fair signal. 21/5 

(Wagner) 

4750 Bangladesh Betar, Shavar. Test tone between 

1900 and 1914. S/on 1915 with time pips and ID 

in Bangla and news. Good signal and 

overpowered the co-channel VoI-Makassar by this 

time. 21/5 (Wagner) 

4765 R.Progreso. 1/6 at 0440, surprised to find R. 

Progreso carrier still on, after nominal 0400*; 

maybe a trace of modulation? Something`s 

always wrong at RadioCuba (Hauser*) 

4774.9 R.Tarma, Tarma, Junín. Mainly Spanish 

discussion programming at 1145 with occasional 

music interludes. The usual CODAR QRM a few 

hertz up on 4775 spoilt my listening, but tuning in 

LSB helped somewhat. F/out around 1210 on 19/5 

(Wagner) 

4835 AIR, Gangtok. Pleased to hear this one at 1155 

when it is still well into daylight hours at the 

transmitter site (5:25 pm Gangtok time). A fair to 

poor signal but still noted past 1240. Programming 

was a selection of chants accompanied by an 

Indian stringed instrument, interspersed with long 

talks. It was difficult to ID the language but it 

certainly wasn’t Hindi. Perhaps Nepali or another 

local language? 19/5. NOTE: Thanks to Partha 

Sarathi Goswami VU3WPS who lives at Siliguri, 

about 115km south-west of Gangtok in West 

Bengal who got back to me with further 

information: It is Indo-Tibetan, I will try to find the 

exact name to inform you, but here they mostly 

refer as Tibetan. AIR Gangtok air this 

programming regularly in the local evening. 

Otherwise, they transmit in Nepali. Thanks, 

Partha! (Wagner) 

4885   Echo of Hope, Seoul.  Thanks to Ron Howard's 

info via e-mail & the radio.chobi site, I've been 

enjoying the daily "Easy English" programme 

(1240-56) with "Happy Isaac" & Jenny (?)..fair 

signal with //9100 slightly weaker on 6/5 & 7/5 

(Sheedy). 

4895 AIR, Kurseong. Lovely Indian song selections at 

1215 with anncts in presumed Nepali or similar 

(but definitely not Hindi). English news at 1230 

with an update on the Indian elections. Then into 

Hindi programming at 1235. A fair signal but with 

occasional splashes from Voice of Strait on 4900 

kHz. No sign of Mongolia on 4895. 19/5 (Wagner) 

5035 R.Educação Rural, Coarí. Presumed only, weak 

w/mx and up-country sounding anncts., 1025, 

format seems to fit. Faded by 1045 or so, which 

also matches. 3/6 (Seager-B) 

5040 RHC. UT Wed 29/5 at 0538, this RHC English 

frequency, S9+30/20, is the only listenable one 

with normal modulation level, altho somewhat 

rough during `DXers Unlimited` as Arnie runs 

lickety-split and slurred with something about a 

52-cm antenna, soon finishing. I had already 

checked: 6000 JBM/suptorted at S9+10/20; 6060 

OFF; 6100 JBM S9+30; 6165 JJBBM S9+10. 

Something`s always wrong at RHC (Hauser*) 

5055   4KZ,  Innisfail.  1st really listenable signal this 

file:///E:/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/Oztrail%20Columns/2014/shango12@gmail.com
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year 1226-1259* 1/5 with songs by Petula Clark, 

Tracy Chapman, Elvis Costello, M DJ with 

live/canned ads & usual abrupt close mid-song 

(Sheedy). 

5860 R.Farda via Kuwait. Very good reception of some 

Persian anns at 2002, 28/4, with a bit of noise and 

fading (Allen). 

5900 Bible Voice (Dardasha 7), Kostinbrod. Arabic 

1930-1945 to ME, good signal, 21/5 (Wagner) 

5910 BBC via Dhabbaya. Very poor on NF (ex 6090) 

to CAf in AA on 2/5 at 2020 (Adams). 

5930 R.Algerienne via Issoudun. Arabic to WAf on 

2/5, good at 2135 (Adams). 

5935 PBS Xizang, Lhasa. Fair reception of CC anns 

with a music background at 2005 on 2/4 (Allen). 

5935 WWCR, Nashville. Heard with an EE religious 

talk at 1105.6/5. Quite strong at times with only 

slight noise (Allen). 

5945 BVB, Nauen.  EE on 12/5 at *0702-0730* w re-

activated bc w/px of Word of Truth Ministries 

(Pankov*). 

5950 KBS Radio via Issoudun. Quite good apart from 

the noise. FF talk heard at 2008 on 28/4 (Allen). 

5950 Ethiopia, VOTigray Rev. 21/5 at 0257 – all four 

different ISs were heard from ETH on 5950, 6030, 

6090, 6110.The strongest signal was on 5950 

(Pankov*). 

5960 V. of Turkey, Emirler. A rapid-fire selection of TT 

reports heard at 2011, 28/4. Fair reception with 

slight noise and fading (Allen). 

5995 Echo of Hope, Kujang. Just beating the jamming 

with a KK talk at 1112 on 6/5 (Allen). 

6005 BBC, Ascension. English WS to WAf at 0625, 

weak signal and a good sign that winter-is-a-

comin’-in. 19/5 (Wagner).  

6005 BBC, Woofferton. English to WAf on 30/4, only 

fair at 0515 (Adams). 

6015 RRI, Galbeni. NF (ex 6080) of French service to 

SEu at 0517 on 30/4 (Adams). 

6015 Zanzibar. 31/5 at 0328:50 tune-in, presumed ZBC 

is already on, as I was hoping to catch its cut-on, 

which Ron Howard says is now around 0330, JIP 

programming after official sign-on at 0300. S9 but 

I can`t hear much modulation. Others report their 

other frequency 11735 active but weak; I used to 

hear it before 2100v* but not anymore (Hauser*) 

6050 R.Algerienne, Issoudun. Arabic talks to CAf at 

0440. This was a NF for A19 but I’m only just 

hearing it now as the 49mb starts to come alive for 

the winter afternoon DX season. Fair signal and 

will improve over the next few weeks, 16/5 

(Wagner) 

6055 R.Nikkei 1, Chiba. Fair reception of JJ anns 

including a selection of Elvis Presley songs at 

1010 to1020 on 6/5 (Allen). 

6070 CFRX, Toronto. This low-powered 1kW station is 

just starting to make its annual winter visit to 

Mount Evelyn. The “Coast-to-Coast” show with a 

discussion on the sacred shroud of Turin at 0720. 

Advert strings at 0730. Currently, a weak signal 

but should hopefully improve in the coming weeks. 

22/5 (Wagner). 

6080 VoA via Pinheira. Fair in EE to CAf on 30/4 at 

0609 (Adams). 

6090 CNR 2, Golmud. Strong reception of a CC talk 

with snatches of “London Bridge is falling down” 

sung in CC at 1027 on 6/5! (Allen) 

6090 BBC via Al Dhabbaya. A bit of fading, but fair 

reception of an AA questionnaire at 2017 on 28/4 

(Allen). 

6100   CRI, Beijing. Enormous signal in RU 1230+ 1/5.  

(I thought it was KNLS @ first.) (Sheedy) 

6125 R.Algerienne via Issoudun. NF (ex 7295) AA to 

WAf on 29/4, only fair at 0545 (Adams). 

6130 BVB. EE, IS of TWR Manzini heard together on 

19/5 at 1848 (Pankov*). 

6170 R.Romania International, Galbeni. Good 

reception of a FF introduction to a song at 2022 on 

28/4 (Allen). 

6185 R.Educación, México City. 31/5 at 0251, XEPPM 

with good modulation for a change in a song, 

S9/+10. This season there is no Vatican or 

anything else to collide all evening here (Hauser*) 

6195 Voz Alegre, Mahajanga.  Fair in SS with 

inspirational chat/story, closing announcement 

with sked/ID & thanks for tuning in..0411-30* 25/5. 

(Sheedy) 

7254.94 VoNigeria, Abuja. Hausa to WAf at 0650 with 

commentaries. Into the Fulfulde service at 0700 

with plenty of IDs and then news. A fair signal, 

28/5. (Wagner) 

7270 AIR, Chennai. Sinhala service to Sri Lanka at 

0113. A weak signal and deep fades across the all 

daylight path, not often heard here. May 27, 

(Wagner, BRL) 

7290 IRRS, Saftica. (reg. in Ireland, studio in Milano, 

Italy, tx in Romania) in EE on 30/4 w Wavescan 

DX px of AWR at 1846-1914 (Pankov*). 

7300 R.Akhbar Mufriha via Woofferton. Good in 

Tachelhit to NAf at 2102 on 2/5 (Adams). 

7315 R.Dabanga via Santa Maria di Galeria. Barely 

audible and noisy on NF (ex 9600) in Sudanese at 

0432 on 30/4 (Adams). 

7315 R.Tamazuj via Issoudun. Poor in Sudanese on 

6/5, 0406 (Adams). 

7325 RRI, Galbeni. NF (ex 7330) in Romanian to WEu 

at 0404. Very good on 6/5 (Adams). 

7335 R.Marti, Greenville. Heard with a weak and noisy 

SS discussion, and then a song at 0622, 29/4 

(Allen). 

7345 Thazin Radio, Naypyidaw. Presumed this station 

with songs and talks in the listed Kokang 

language. Mainly noisy but some clear patches at 

1038-1043 on 20/5 (Allen)í 

7380 AIR Bengaluru. Sindhi service to Pakistan at 

0110, fair to poor signal, May 27, (Wagner, BRL) 
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7465 TWR India, Grigoriopol. Hindi to SEAs at 0102 

with a fair signal. This was a NF in A19 (ex 7280 

via Tashkent) but not heard here until now as we 

enter the winter daytime DX season. 27/5. More 

on my Blue Rock Lake micro-DXpedition at 

YouTube: https://youtu.be/98RHmd5SL4M 

(Wagner, BRL) 

7725 Zeppelin Radio, Greece. On 9/5 observed till cl/d 

at 1700 w retro evergreen mx hits, mainly sung in 

EE. Rare ID in Greek (Pankov*). 

9265 WINB, Red Lion PA. Noted music programming 

at 0115 with a weak signal, not regularly heard 

here at this time, May 27. (Wagner, BRL). ¤ Good 

but noisy in EE on 2/5 at 2133 (Adams). 

9400 Bible Voice, Kostinbrod. S/on 1945 to NAf with 

ID in Arabic and Dardasha 7 programming (the 

same content that was heard 15 min earlier on 

5900 kHz). Fair signal, 21/5 (Wagner) 

9410 BBC via Dhabbaya. Arabic to EAf at 0315, very 

poor on 14/5 (Adams). 

9410   BBC, Talata-Volonondry. Thanks to Rob 

Wagner's info in the May ADXN, BBC WS heard 

just breaking the noise level with TOH pips, ID, 

news, *0500+ in early May (Sheedy). 

9420 ERT1, Avlis. Greek on 18/5 from 1900 w/direct 

reportage of the 64th Euro Song Contest, held in 

Tel Aviv, Israel. The winner was D. Laurence from 

HOL, the Australian presenter miss Kate Miller-

Heidke (the name sounded rather as German) w/a 

song Zero Gravity was on 9th place (Pankov*). 

9490 R.Republica via Issoudun. Very good in SS at 

0339, 6/5 (Adams). 

9490 Bible Voice, Kostinbrod. At 1725 in Arabic to 

ME, noted until s/off 1745 on Tues. The sked says 

that it’s supposed to continue from 1745 to 1800 

with Dardasha-7 programming, however nothing 

but an open carrier was heard until that was 

switched off at 1800 on this day, 21/5 (Wagner) 

9505 WHRI, Cypress Creek. 5/5 on this new freq (ex 

7385) at *0258-0358* Sundays only, featuring px 

in EE; from 0328 in RR (Pankov*). 

9570 CRI, Urumqi. French to Eu at 2125, NF (ex 9720) 

good on 2/5 (Adams). 

9570 CRI via Cërrik. Only fair in EE to ENA on 15/5 at 

0136 (Adams). 

9580 KNLS, Anchor Point. A weak signal, but almost 

clear of noise and fading. Heard with an EE 

religious talk and an ID at 1024, 14/5 (Allen). 

9610 RRI, Tiganesti. Spanish to SEu at 1910, NF (ex 

13810), fair to poor signal, 21/5 (Wagner) 

9620 R.Algerienne via Issoudun. Alternating between 

weak and noisy with a Koran programme at 0623 

on 5/5 (Allen). 

9650 NHK via Talata-Volonondry. Swahili to EAf on 

6/5 at 0345. Very poor and noisy (Adams). 

9730 CRI VOV go on already 3rd “A” season, both in RR 

at 1630-1657. Sometimes there is also a 3rd 

station heard under CRI; VOV (Pankov*). 

9740 VoA via Woofferton. French to WAf on 2/5, good 

at 2125. (ex SMG) (Adams) 

9745 BBC, Moosbrunn. A thumping big signal in 

Hausa to WAf at s/on 0530 until s/off 0600, 21/5 

(Wagner) 

9810 Koode Radio Int’l, Issoudun. Service to WAf in 

the Fulfulde language at 1920 until s/off 1930. Fair 

to weak signal, 21/5 (Wagner) 

9830 DW, São Tomé. 28/5 at 0642, poor signal in 

African language. HFCC Shows Deutsche Welle 

in Hausa this semihour only, 100 kW at 0 degrees, 

i.e. north toward Nigeria rather than non-

direxional? Just like another broadcast on same at 

1800-1900 (Hauser*) 

9840 Deewa R, Dhabayya. Pashto to AFG, weak 

signal, 27/5, (Wagner, BRL) 

9860 KBS via Woofferton. Very good in Korean to Eu 

on 7/5 at 0709 (Adams). 

11530 Dengê Welat, Issoudun. Kurdish to ME at 1730, 

fair to good signal, 21/5 (Wagner).  ¤ 27/5 at 1803-

1845 w/px in Turkish(not Kurdish) -sounded like a 

sound from TV px (same is at 0300-0500 on 9525; 

0500-0645 on 11530 when the px is  in only 

Turkish). All these are from Mondays to Fridays 

only (Pankov*). 

11640 CRI via Bamako. Very poor in EE to EAf on 2113, 

2/5 (Adams). 

11650 R.Dabanga, Talata-Volonondry. Nice to have 

25M open to Africa for a few days with Dabanga's 

Sudanese AR programming, big singing jingle & 

closing info 0439-0457* 23/5. (Sheedy) 

11650 R.Tamazuj, Talata-Volonondry.  0401-0430* 

25/5, plenty of "Radio Tamazuj.." mentions 

between news items/commentary, closing 

announcements with contact info ( 

http://www.radiotamazuj.org ) + sked & 

frequencies. R. Dabanga opens @ 0430 with 

singing jingle & news/commentary. (Sheedy) 

11680 Voice of Hope, Lusaka.  *0458+ 24/5. Weak but 

mostly readable with IS/ID loop ("From Zambia to 

the World....Voice of Hope"), opening hymn 

followed by sked & frequencies. (Sheedy) 

11700 RFI, Issoudun. Very good in FF at 0723 on 7/5 

(Adams). 

11745 AL-Azm Radio, Jeddah. Good in AA to Yemen at 

0406, 6/5 (Adams). ¤ Good w/AA song 1135, brief 

AA annct., then more mx. 1/6 (Seager-B) 

11750 AWR via Moosbrunn, English to WAf on 2/5, very 

poor at 2111 (Adams). 

11750   FEBC, Bocaue.  Opening the Lahu program with 

flute/bird call "IS", ID &  hymns/chat *1400-10 7/5. 

Lahu is spoken in Yunnan, Laos, Myanmar, & 

Thailand (Sheedy). 

11825 MWV African Pathways Radio. Mahajanga. 

Poor in EE to CAf on 30/4 at 0434 (Adams). 

11825 RRI, Galbeni. English to SAs on 6/5, poor and 

noisy at 0302 (Adams). 

11825 NHK, Yamata. Only fair with tuning signal heard 

https://youtu.be/98RHmd5SL4M
http://www.radiotamazuj.org/
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at 0356. Completely swamped by Pathways Radio 

Mahajanga abrupt on at 0400 in English (Adams). 

11830 Dandal Kura R., Issoudun. Kanuri service to CAf 

at 1805. Several announcers with brief musical 

interludes. Technical issues notes with some long 

breaks in audio but the carrier was still on the air. 

A weak signal on 21/5 (Wagner) 

11850 RHC, Quivican. Only fair in SS at 0119 on 15/5 

(Adams). 

11855 CRI via Cërrik. Good in CC to Eu at 0720, 7/5 

(Adams). 

11856.76 R.Aparecida. 31/5 at 0619, VP S4-S5 music, as 

R. Aparecida has varied way up to here, not only 

above nominal 11855, but above 11856 (Hauser*) 

11880 AWR, Moosbrunn. Arabic to NAf at 0645, but 

changes to French at 0700, fair signal, 19/5 

(Wagner). ¤ French to WAf on 7/5, very good at 

715 (ex Issoudun) (Adams). 

11930 Vatican Radio, Santa Maria di Galeria. Italian to 

ME at 0609. NF (ex 15595) good on 29/4 (Adams). 

11955 AWR, Moosbrunn. Hausa to WAf/CAf at 0455-

0525, lovely signal, 21/5 (Wagner) 

11965 MWV African Pathways Radio, Mahajanga. 

English to CAf on 2/5, NF (ex 9765). Only fair at 

2107 (Adams). 

11995 BBC via Talata-Volonondry. Somali to EAf on 

6/5, poor on this NF (ex 15310) at 0415 (Adams). 

11995 VoA via Kuwait. Poor and noisy with Kirundi 

service to EAf at *0430 on 6/5. (ex Botswana). 

12050 R.Ndarason Int’l, Woofferton. At 1935 to WAf in 

the Kanuri language with an 

interview/conversation. Weak signal, 21/5 

(Wagner) 

12070 VoA via Santa Maria di Galeria. Hausa to WAf 

on 7/5, good at 0711 (Adams). 

12200 RHC. 31/5 at 0612, RHC English good at S8-S9, 

just as readable as its fundamental 6100, 

S9+10/20, a nice indicator that the MUF is up, 

despite no RHC or WRMI fundamentals on 25m. 

Back on 49m, 6000 & 6060 are still AWOL, while 

6165 is JBM at S9-S7. Something`s always wrong 

at RHC (Hauser*) 

13600 R.S. of Oman.  22/5 from 0300 w ID; Muslim px in 

AA (not in EE !), starting w/”Idaatu Soltanate 

Oman ”(Radio Sultanate of Oman). Checking 

several days on 9540, 9620;15335 but there are 

not bcs (Pankov*). ¤ Mainly noisy with some clear 

patches. Heard with AA anns and then a song 

at0443, 20/5 (Allen). 

13665 VOIRI, Sirjan. Very poor in Swahili to EAf at 0510 

on 30/4. NF (ex 15360) (Adams). 

13695 RFI, Issoudun. French to WAf on NF (ex 13730) 

at 0702. Good on 7/5 (Adams). 

13695 All India Radio. GOS in EE on 27/5 at *1435-

1444* w/mailbag px “Faithfully Yours” – whether 

there is another //freq, like previous 9690? 

(Pankov*). 

13730 VOIRI, Zahedan. Arabic to EAf on 29/4, poor at 

0550 on NF (ex 13610) (Adams). 

13840 Manara Radio Int’l, Issoudun. Hausa to WAf at 

0740 with long speeches and commentaries, a 

quick ID at 0759 with a bit of bad saxophone 

warbling in the background, then off the air. A 

weak signal on 21/5 (Wagner). ¤ Only fair in 

Hausa to WAf at 0700 on 7/5 (Adams). 

15090 R.Azadi via Kuwait. Heard at 0506 with Dari anns 

and phones ringing. Quite strong with some noise 

and fading (Allen). 

15160 CRI, Nanning. Fair reception of a Cambodian talk 

heard at 1033 on 6/5 (Allen). 

15180 V. of Korea, Kujang. Fair but noisy in SS at 0514 

on 20/5 (Allen). 

15260 R.Sama, Moosbrunn. S/on 0758 with Arabic 

preaching to ME until s/off 0830, fair signal, 16/5 

(Wagner) 

15305 AWR via Trincomalee. Tigrigna service to EAf. 

Good on NF (ex 9655) at 0311, 6/5 (Adams). 

15340 SOH Relay RFA via Pingtung. Fairly strong, 

clear reception of a CC talk followed by a song at 

0521 on 20/5 (Allen). 

15560 FEBC, Bocaue. Very good in Javanese at *0100 

on 15/5 (Adams). 

15565 VoA via Udon Thani. Poor in CC to FE on 15/5, 

co channel CNR1 jammer also in CC at 0053 

(Adams). 

15590 R.Thailand, Udon Thani. English to WNA on 

15/5, very good at 0056 (Adams). 

15630 AWR via Trincomalee. Amoy service to FE at 

0103, good on 15/5 (Adams). 

17530 MWV The Light of Life, Mahajanga. Good in CC 

at 0436 (Adams). 

17635 R.Free Asia via Kuwait. Fair level reception of a 

Tibetan discussion with only slight noise and 

fading. Heard at 0612 on 22/5. // 17670 via Biblis 

was much better (Allen). 

17730 R.Saudi. Riyadh. Radio play in Arabic complete 

with female character. Very good in Arabic. 0652. 

19/5. (Brennan) 

17810 R.Free Asia via Lampertheim. Quite good apart 

from some slight jamming. Heard with CC anns 

and a song at 0623 on 22/5 (Allen). 

17880 R.Azadi. Udon Thani. Good. Recital of Koran 

followed by general discussion and music. Dari. 

0703. 19/5 (Brennan) 

17895 R.Saudi. Riyadh. Holy Quran. Good in Arabic. 

0717. 19/5. (Brennan) 

21690 CNR1, Tx unknown. Jamming over the top RFA 

which could be heard easily underneath. CC. 19/5, 

0623. (Brennan) 

21690 R.Free Asia via Al Dhabbaya. Mainly weak and 

noisy but a few clear patches. Heard with a 

Tibetan talk at 0638 on 12/5 (Allen). 

21800 CNR1, Tx unknown. Very strong. Jamming over 

SoH of which there was no sign underneath so 

perhaps they had vacated the frequency. CC. 

0636. 19/5. (Brennan) 
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Contributors: 
Rob Wagner, VK3BVW, Mount Evelyn, VIC (Yaesu FTDX 
3000, Kenwood TS2000, Yaesu FRG100, Kenwood R5000, 
Tecsun PL-680, Horizontal Sky Loop, Double Bazooka 
antennas for 80, 40 and 20 metres, Par EF-SWL End Fed 
antenna, BHI NEIM1031 Digital Noise Eliminating Module, 
MFJ-1026 Noise Cancelling Module, ATU. 
Dennis Allen, Milperra NSW (Icom IC-R75, Realistic DX-
160, Longwires) 
Phil Brennan, VK8WVA, Darwin NT (JRC NRD 515, Icom 
IC R75, Afedri SDR rev.6, SDR Play RSP1, BHI NEIM1031, 
Noise eliminating module, Wellbrook ALA1530 LNPro, PAR 
EF SWL wire). 
Rumen Pankov, Sofia, Bulgaria (Sony ICF2001D, Folded 
Marconi ant). 
John Adams Sandridge Beach Victoria (Sangean ATS- 
909X 7 Metre reel Antenna) 
Dan Sheedy, Moonlight Beach, CA, USA (PL380/6m X 
wire) 
Phil Ireland, Bathurst NSW (Various Portables) 
Glenn Hauser, Enid OK USA (JRC NRD-545 with 

Wellbrook ALA-330S; Icom R-75, Tecsun PL-880, Radio 

Shack DX-398, Grundig Yacht Boy 400, with random wires; 

Grundig G8) 

Craig Seager, VK2HBT, Bathurst NSW (Perseus SDR, JRC 

NRD-545, Airspy HF+, DX Engineering Preamp, Wellbrook 

feeder isolator, Icom IC-756 Pro, Loop Skywire, Home-

made Loop with LZ1AQ amplifier, Wellbrook ALA1530-

LNPro) 

 

DXPedition Items: 

(Wagner – BRL) = Rob Wagner at Blue Rock Lake, West 

Gippsland, VIC 

Seager-B = Craig Seager, Blayney NSW with W6LVP Loop 

& Airspy 

 

*   Denotes listener outside of Australia 

  Digital mode  

    Editor’s hot choice        (CS) ¥

  

Commercial Radio in Darwin Now 
Broadcasting Permanently in Digital 
With DAB+ 
 
Listeners in Darwin can now tune in to commercial radio in 
digital quality sound, with the official switch on today of 
permanent digital radio broadcasts on DAB+. 
  
Digital radio offers better sound quality and more station 
choice, with three extra DAB+ only commercial stations on 
air – KIX Country Music, Classic Rock Digital and 4TAB. 
  
“Darwin listeners can now enjoy the full benefits of DAB+ on 
par with the services offered to audiences in the six other 
state capitals,” said Joan Warner, chief executive officer of 
industry body Commercial Radio Australia. 
  
Low-powered trial DAB+ services have been on air in 
Darwin since 2010, but permanent installation and higher 

power transmissions mean consumers can now access the 
full benefits of digital radio. 
  
Listeners need to purchase a DAB+ radio to enjoy the 
services, however, 68% of all new cars sold in Australia now 
come with digital radio factory fitted. 
  
Commercial radio stations Hot 100 and Mix 104.9 will mark 
the start of permanent DAB+ services with on-air giveaways 
of digital radios over the next few weeks. 
  
Alison Cameron, chief executive officer of Grant 
Broadcasters, said: “We’re pleased the trial services are 
now permanent, so we can keep improving local radio for 
listeners and fully utilising the benefits of the technology.” 
 
DAB+ radios feature small screens with text information 
such as program information, the name of the song currently 
playing, and news and weather updates.  They are easier to 
use as stations are selected by name from a menu, with no 
need to tune by frequency. 
 

5 and 70 MHz - What is the WIA asking 
ACMA 
Last month, the Australian Communications and Media 
Authority – the ACMA – released their “Five-year spectrum 
outlook 2019-23”, in what the Authority calls a consultation 
draft. 
 
The WIA has submitted a detailed response to the ACMA’s 
draft work plan, covering all key topics of interest to the 
Australian radio amateur community, which include: 
 
• advancing access to the 5.3 MHz – or 60 metre band – 
allocation, after talks with the defence department, the WIA 
has submitted a proposal to provide some limited access 
that avoids or mitigates interference to incumbent services. 
 
• amateur licence tenure and fees framework – based on 
models used in other countries, where amateurs have low 
fees and long licence tenure. 
 
• The WIA reiterated that the radio amateur community 
requires: 
 
-- individual licences bearing a unique callsign 
-- certainty of licence tenure 
-- an equitable framework of transaction costs – that is, fees 
-- certain and continuing access to frequency bands 
throughout the radiofrequency spectrum, and 
-- continued participation and representation in spectrum 
management processes. 
 
For those interested in the 70 MHz band, the Institute has 
put forward a proposal to enable conducting experiments 
through the use of Scientific licences obtained by the 
Institute which then authorises individual amateurs to 
conduct experiments. 
 
Check out the WIA’s response to the ACMA’s latest work 
plan on WIA News on the website, wia.org.au and the full 
text of this item in news dated May 19, 2019 
http://www.wia.org.au/members/broadcast/wianews/display
.php?file_id=wianews-2019-05-26 
(WIA News) 

http://www.wia.org.au/members/broadcast/wianews/display.php?file_id=wianews-2019-05-26
http://www.wia.org.au/members/broadcast/wianews/display.php?file_id=wianews-2019-05-26
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   On Air 
 

The Latest News from the Shortwave Bands  
edited by Craig Seager 
 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com
                                   

ANGUILLA    
11775 kHz  University Network (pres); at 1854-1902+ UT 
on May 19; Rev. Barbie waxing about flesh & carnality; an 
area of expertise; No ToH break. SIO=433 w/whistle & rat-
a-tat bursts; 2145 UT Dead Dr. Gene \\ 13845 kHz WWCR 
(pres), SIO=2+53. 
(Harold Frodge-MI-USA, wor dxld May 25) 
 
AUSTRALIA    
Re Radio Australia re-appearance ... kept the conservative 
Liberal-National coalition government in power on their 
national election… 
 
Those of us hoping for a use revival of Radio Australia and 
ABC Northern Territory shortwave transmitters are about to 
have those always slim hopes dashed. Australians are 
poised to keep the conservative Liberal-National coalition 
government in power despite a raft of problems plaguing the 
nation. One definition of insanity is to keep voting for the 
same governing philosophy over and over and expect a 
different result. 
 
The whole world seems afflicted with this identical malady. 
 
The conservatives have shown no interest in re-establishing 
shortwave as an outreach to the Pacific region (as RNZ and 
CRI continue to do) or its large sparsely populated interior 
whereas the opposition Australian Labor Party expresses 
openness to the idea. Too bad for us 
(John Figliozzi-FL-USA, dxld wor May 18) 
 
Moreover, watch out for more cuts to ABC domestic services 
as well. Unless you’re running a commercial outlet, and 
overtly expressing LNP sympathies, expect some tough 
love for the next four years -cs 

 
BHUTAN    
6035 kHz  BBS Thimpu on both May 29 and 30 at 1125* UT, 
noted closing down somewhat earlier than usual; 
unfortunate they went off so early, as there was no QRM 
from the North DPR Korea jamming spur (6045 kHz); for me 
the best BBS reception is about 1150 UT, when they actually 
run that late; always the same format; at times almost 
readable in English. 
(Ron Howard-CA-USA, via wwdxc BC-DX TopNews May 
30) 
 

CONGO 
6210.2, Radio Kahuzi, Bukavu, irregular at closing time 
(1730-1803*). At this time can be heard here when 
propagation conditions are good. Some days out of air and 
other on. I have contacted with the station, via email and 
here is the replay about electricity problems. 
 
"Thank you for your questions and monitoring! We have 

been on the air most mornings, but city-wide problems have 
limited most zones to one or two hours during the day and 
similarly the nights!” 
 
“And we were on the air yesterday morning (8h35 to 9h50) 
and evening the 28 May 2019 -- however, the SNEL cut the 
current for Bukavu after we relayed the News, after about 
half an hour at about 18h45”. 
 
“Today we were on SW 6210 KHz 8h26 to10h00 and lacked 
current until the evening when it was cut several times until 
about 19h20 until a cut-off by SNEL at 19h45. We hope 
conditions were good enough for you to pick up our signal 
again”. 
 
“The main problem seems to be that reconnections of city 
cables are made without proper use of tape and protection 
of supply aluminum cables from the rains and short circuits. 
You can imagine how difficult it is to be on the air and protect 
equipment from current swings to 180 Volts or 380 Volts, 
when there are short circuits in local cabinets where the 
transformers are. Keep Looking UP!" 
(Manuel Mendez, HCDX) 
 

DENMARK    
World Music Radio (WMR) is back on 15805 kHz (200 W). 
On air today Saturday May 18 and tomorrow Sunday May 
19, at 07-20 UT. 
 
Fair to good reception right now in many parts of Europe - 
including SW United Kingdom, Austria, Romania, Northern 
Scandinavia, Italy and Russia 
 
5840 kHz is still on the air with some 25 - 35 W ... 
continuously. 
 
Re: 15805 kHz  World Music Radio. 
 
World Music Radio on 15805 kHz is probably the station on 
19 m with the lowest power - and with the most simple aerial 
- so obviously that makes it a DX catch. It is not a signal you 
can rely on for regular listening - tuning in and then 
expecting a fine signal. 
 
Most of the time the signal will be absent or barely audible - 
in the areas where the signal propagates into (Russia, 
Southern Europe, Northern Scandinavia, Brazil, North 
America - and even once in Thailand). I had imagined that 
that would have created more interest among DX'ers. 
 
I have just purchased a new 3 element yagi for 15805 kHz, 
so hopefully soon there will be some improvement in signal 
strength :-) 
 
Best 73s, 
Stig Hartvig Nielsen, 

file:///E:/My%20Documents/Radio/ARDXC/ADXN/Oztrail%20Columns/2014/shango12@gmail.com
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World Music Radio - <www.wmr.radio>  E-mail:  
<wmr@wmr.dk> 
(via WRTVH Facebook page) 
 

EQUATORIAL GUINEA.  
5005, Radio Nacional de Guinea Ecuatorial, Bata, *0503-
0525, 26-05, open with songs. Very weak today, at 0525 
extremely weak, barely audible. 15311  
(Manuel Méndez, Lugo? Spain, WOR iog via DXLD) 

 
GUAM   
New time of FEBA Radio India via KTWR Trans World Radio 
Asia from July 1245-1315 on 11580*TRM 200 kW / 290 deg 
to SoAs various langs, ex 1315-1345UT 
 
1245-1300 Telugu Mon/Tue; 1245-1300 Malayalam Wed-
Sat; 1245-1300 Kannada Sun; 
1300-1315 English Mon; 1300-1315 Tamil Tue/Wed and 
1300-1315 Kannada Thu-Sun. 
 
* very bad frequency selection, on this frequency are also 
SOH & CNR-1 jammer  
 
2100-1600 on 11580 Maoli 1 kW / non-dir to EaAs Chinese 
SOH Xi Wang Zhi Sheng plus also on 11580 unknown kW / 
unknown to EaAs Chinese China National Radio1 
(Bulgarian DX Blog) 
 

INDIA 
AIR Trivandrum is noted back on 7290 kHz after some 
months from 23 May.  Regular schedule is 0230-0932 (Sat, 
Sun 1030) UT. 
<http://www.airtvm.com/> 
(Jose Jacob-IND  VU2JOS, <www.qsl.net/vu2jos>  DXindia 
ng May 29, via WWDXC Top News) 
 
RUSSIA     
Russia is deploying the Murmansk-BN electronic warfare 
system to  Kaliningrad Region, the website of pro-
government Russian newspaper Izvestia reported on 26 
April. 
 
The system is capable of jamming military communications 
networks at ranges up to 5,000 km (in exception conditions, 
8,000 km), the report said. 
 
The first Murmansk systems were deployed in Kaliningrad, 
with the Baltic Fleet's 841st Separate Electronic Warfare 
Centre, at the end of last year, the report said. 
 
Murmansk-BN is a shortwave shore-based electronic 
warfare system capable of electronic intelligence gathering 
(ELINT) missions, as well as intercepting and jamming 
signals in all shortwave bands, the report said. 
 
Credit: Izvestia website, Moscow, in Russian 26 Apr 2019 
(BBC Monitoring via Mike Cooper-UK, Apr 27, dxld RUSdx 
May 11, WWDXC Top News) 
 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA [non-log].  
3325, NBC Bougainville, through May 23 (0956+) remains 
off the air. Have emailed an inquiry to the station, but no 
reply yet  
(Ron Howard, Asilomar State Beach, CA, Etón E1, 
antenna: 100' long wire, WOR iog via WORLD OF RADIO 
1984, DXLD) 

EQUIPMENT NEWS 
Just released is the new Airspy Discovery.  Here’s what the 
publicity blurb says: 
 
“Building on the field-proven Airspy HF+ architecture, we 
designed the Most Refined HF/VHF SDR with world class 
performance in the smallest form factor. 
 
The Airspy HF+ Discovery sets a new standard in terms of 
reception performance with extra pre-selectors for all the 
supported bands and a New DSP Core to optimize the gain 
distribution and the filtering parameters in real-time and dig 
deeper in the noise. 

 
The signal path includes very high dynamic range data 
converters along with high performance passive mixers with 
an excellent Polyphase Harmonic Rejection structure. The 
included band-tracking pre-selectors eliminate unwanted 
interference and preserve the dynamic range of the 
receiver. With its world class strong signal handling 
capability and incredibly Low Noise, the HF+ Discovery is 
the ideal companion for All your High Performance Receive 
Scenarios. 

 
 
Both the architecture and level of integration achieved in this 
design allow us to bring top performance reception at a very 
affordable price. All the major SDR software is supported.  
 
We spent a lot of time understanding RF noise, its structure, 
and how it interacts with legitimate signals. Today, we have 
one of the most flexible and acoustically pleasant noise 
reduction algorithms of the market. The applications range 
from high-fidelity hiss removal for Broadcast FM signals, to 
unburying weak SSB signals from the noise floor. Our 
algorithm doesn’t kill the highs to give you a false impression 
of loudness, yet it doesn’t have the typical high tone artifacts 
that plague popular noise reduction algorithms like LMS and 
Spectral Subtraction. 
 
We concentrated state of the art DSP and networking 
techniques into our SpyServer software to allow multiple 
users to stream high quality IQ data from the same receiver 
at the same time. No compromises in the quality were made 
like it is usually done in Web SDR interfaces. You get actual 

www.wmr.radio
wmr@wmr.dk
http://www.airtvm.com/
www.qsl.net/vu2jos
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IQ data you can process with your plugins and extract the 
last bit of information out of it. 
 
The server software is highly scalable and can run on 
computers as small as the $7 Orange Pi Zero to top end 
64bit servers with multiple cores/cpus, including the popular 
Raspberry Pi series. 
 
Airspy HF+ Discovery achieves excellent HF performance 
by means of a low-loss preselection filter, high linearity LNA, 
high linearity tunable RF filter, a polyphase harmonic 
rejection (HR) mixer that rejects up to the 21st harmonic and 
multi-stage analog and digital IF filtering. 
 
The 6 dB-stepped AGC gain is fully controlled by the 
software running in the DSP which optimizes the gain 
distribution in real time for optimal sensitivity and linearity. 
Harmonic rejection is a key issue in wide band HF receivers 
because of the large input signal bandwidth of the input 
signal. The output of the IF-filter is then digitalized by a high 
dynamic range sigma delta IF ADC for further signal 
processing in the digital domain. 
 
VHF Tuners 
Excellent FM performance is also achieved by using 
optimized signal paths composed of band filters, high 
linearity LNAs with a stepped AGC, a polyphase harmonic 
rejection mixer and IF filters optimized for the FM broadcast 
bands. 
 
The amplifier gain is switchable in 3 dB-steps and fully 
controlled by the AGC running in the DSP. The RF signal is 
converted to baseband by a high linearity passive mixer with 
a polyphase harmonic rejection structure. The low-IF signal 
is then converted into the digital domain by the same IF ADC 
used in the HF chain. 
 

 
 
Extended VHF coverage is assured by a second Band-III 
tuner up to 260 MHz, but with reduced performance. 
 
IF Sampling 
 
The IF analog to digital converter (ADC) is a 4th order multi-
bit noise shaping topology; it features very high dynamic 
range and linearity. The IF-ADC sampling rate is determined 
by a control algorithm running in the embedded DSP. This 
advanced technique adjusts the sampling rate depending on 
the tuning frequency with the goal of avoiding the 
disturbances and spurs generated by the switching discrete-
time sections of the IF-ADC. 
Digital Down Converter 
 
Once the IF signal is digitalized, the high sample rate I/Q 
stream is then frequency translated and processed with 

cascaded CIC and FIR decimation stages. After every 
stage, the sample rate is reduced and the resolution 
increased. The final signal at the output has 18bit resolution 
and an alias rejection performance of 108 dBc. The data is 
then scaled to 16bit and sent to the Micro-Controller for 
streaming over USB. 
Architectural Advantages 
 
The main advantages over techniques from the legacy 
super-heterodynes up to the now mainstream direct 
sampling is that the whole receiver chain is well protected 
against out of band blockers while still relaxing the RF 
filtering constraints, making it simple and cost effective. 
The natural filtering of the sigma-delta ADC combined with 
the excellent linearity and sensitivity of the analog chain 
reaches an unprecedented level of performance and 
integration. 
 
Use it over the network! 
 
Connect as many SDR applications as needed to the HF+ 
Discovery, over the Internet or in your own local network 
with near zero latency thanks to the new SPY Server 
software. 
 

 
 
This setup basically brings all the flexibility of Web based 
SDRs while still benefiting from the full power of desktop 
applications. The IQ data is processed in the server with 
state of the art DSP and only the required chunk of spectrum 
is sent over the network. What is sent is the actual IQ signal, 
not compressed audio. This means you can use all your 
favorite plugins to process the IF, eliminate noise and 
perform heavy lifting of the signals as you are used to do 
with locally connected SDR’s. 
 
We have a tradition of building multi-tools, so we made sure 
the SPY Server runs on 32/64bit Windows and Linux on Intel 
and ARM processors without any compromises. Low cost 
Raspberry Pi 3 and Odroid boards are in the party. 
Technical specifications 
 

• HF coverage between 0.5 kHz .. 31 MHz 
• VHF coverage between 60 .. 260 MHz 
• -140.0 dBm (0.02 µV / 50 ohms at 15MHz) MDS 

Typ. at 500Hz bandwidth in HF 
• -141.5 dBm MDS Typ. at 500 Hz bandwidth in FM 

Broadcast Band (64 – 118 MHz) 
• -141.0 dBm MDS Typ. at 500 Hz bandwidth in VHF 

Aviation Band (118 – 260 MHz) 
• +15 dBm IIP3 on HF at maximum gain 
• +13 dBm IIP3 on VHF at maximum gain 
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• 110 dB blocking dynamic range (BDR) in HF 
• 95 dB blocking dynamic range (BDR) in VHF 
• 150+ dB combined selectivity (hardware + 

software) 
• 120 dB Image Rejection (software) 
• Polyphase Tracking filters for close range 

interference suppression 
• New High Performance Pre-selector for HF with 4 

filter banks (corners at ~DC, 5, 10, 17 and 31 MHz) 
• New High Performance Pre-selector for VHF (Air, 

HAM, Commercial and Military VHF) 
• New High Performance Pre-selector for the FM 

band (Japan, US, EU, OIRT) 
• Up to 660 kHz alias and image free output for 768 

ksps IQ 
• 18 bit Embedded Digital Down Converter (DDC) 
• 22 bit Resolution at 3 kHz channel using State of 

the Art DDC (SDR# and SDR-Console) 
• +10 dBm Maximum RF input 
• 0.5 ppm high precision, low phase noise clock 
• 1 PPB frequency adjustment capability 
• Very low phase noise PLL (-110 dBc/Hz @ 1kHz 

separation @ 100 MHz) 
• Best Noise reduction of the market using state of 

the art algorithms 
• 2 x High Dynamic Range Sigma Delta ADCs @ up 

to 36 MSPS 
• Single RF Input to cover all bands with High 

Linearity switching 
• Improved input matching down to virtually DC 
• Smart AGC with real time optimization of the gain 

distribution for Best SNR in all situations 
• No drivers required! 100% Plug-and-play on 

Windows Vista, Seven, 8, 8.1 and 10 
• Industrial Operating Temperature: -45°C to 85°C 
• Ultra small Form Factor: 45 x 60 x 10 mm 

Typical Applications 
 

• High Performance Networked HF/VHF Radio 
• Ham Radio (HF + 2m) 
• Short Wave Listening (SWL) 
• AM DX 
• FM DX 
• VHF-L TV DX 
• Remote Telemetry Radio Receiver 
• Low Bands IoT 

Supported Software 
 

• The gold standard SDR# 
• The other excellent SDR suite, SDR-Console 
• The Suiss-army SDR knife for Linux and Mac, GQRX 
• Network server for use with SdrDx for Mac, 

AirspyHF+ Mac Server 
• All ExtIO based software (HDSDR, Studio1, etc.) via 

ExtIO by Hayati Ayguen 

• All ExtIO based software (HDSDR, Studio1, etc.) via 
ExtIO by Andrea Montefusco 

NEW HISTORY MATERIAL AT 

 
< www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, April 28, 2019  --  Under "DX 
History/Equipment & Advertising," we have posted a brochure in French 
and English from Westinghouse, describing their "World Cruiser" line of 
receivers.  This must be from around 1934, as an advertisement for the 
radios appeared in the November 1, 1934 issue of Maclean's Magazine 
(from the Duke University Libraries Digital Repository). 
 
     < www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, May 5, 2019  --  We have 
posted another scan of a group of radio trinkets, this one "Trinkets-VII," 
under "DX History/Stations."  These are from stations in the Spanish-
speaking Americas.  They are (in this order in the PDF):  (1) LS5, Radio 
Rivadavia, Argentina, 1989.  --  (2) CMCD, Cuba.  --  (3) Instituto Cubano 
de Radio y Television, 30th Anniversary of Radio Rebelde, 1988.  --  (4) 
Radio Rebelde, Cuba, 25th Anniversary.  --  (5) Radio Havana Cuba.  --  
(6) Radio Farabundo Marti, El Salvador.  --  (7) XEW, Mexico City.  --  (8) 
Radio Nacional del Peru, 1951.  --  (9) An unidentified Radio Union, which 
I am guessing belongs to one of the  stations with that name in the 
Americas.  --   And (10)  a billfold from Circuito CMQ, Havana, Cuba.  --  In 
addition, we have added two more items to our USCGC Courier page < 
http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/USCGC_Courier/Courier.html> --  a 
second cigarette lighter bearing a Courier logo, and a second Courier cloth 
patch.  These are under "Other Items," and marked "New".  --  And under 
"Specialized Resources/Active-Inactive SWBC Countries," we have 
updated the list.  The current countries status:  Of the 266 radio countries 
on the NASWA list, 113 (plus 3 "pirate only" countries) are active,150 are 
inactive. 
 
     < www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, May 12, 2019  --  Although it is 
now part of deep shortwave history, WRUL was one of the most famous 
American shortwave stations.  It  started out in Boston as W1XAL, later 
becoming WNYW, and was well known for its educational programming.  
For a time during the years 1938-41, WRUL published a good-looking 
monthly magazine called The World Wide Listener.  Under "DX 
History/QSLS & Other Station Memorabilia," we have posted a short 
writeup about The World Wide Listener, together with two copies of the 
magazine, one from 1939, the other from 1940.  --  Online we have also 
come across an interesting file of WRUL items  It is in the digital collections 
of the University of Massachusetts-Amherst and can be viewed at < 
http://credo.library.umass.edu/view/full/mums411-b018-f091> 
 
     < www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, May 19, 2019  --  You may not 
have heard of the Anglo-American Caribbean Commission, or the West 
Indian Radio Newspaper, but you definitely know about WRUL.  Read more 
about all three in "WRUL and the West Indian Radio Newspaper" under" 
DX History/Stations." 
 
     < www.ontheshortwaves.com> Update, May 26, 2019  --  This time, 
under "DX History/Lists, Logs, Guides & Columns," we have posted the 
April 1941 "Silvertone Radio Time Table and Log" from the  Silvertone-
brand parent company, Sears Roebuck.  It includes both world shortwave 
and North American mediumwave listings, plus "Notes on Successful Short 
Wave Tuning."  --  In addition, under "Specialized Resources/The DX 
Recordings of Colin Miller," you will find two new Nigerian recordings:  (1) 
FRCN, Kaduna, 6175 kHz, Aug 1979, 0430 s-on, and (2) Plateau 
Broadcasting Corp., Jos, 5965 kHz, Aug 1979, 0430 UTC s-on.  --  And 
under "Specialized Recordings/Wavescan," there are these six new entries 
from Adrian Peterson:  (1) "Anniversary of the Sinking of the Titanic:  The 
Wanamaker Radio Stations-2 [WHI, WWZ]" (Wavescan N530, April 21, 
2019). - (2) "The Radio Scene on Disputed Diego Garcia-2 (and Nearby 
Boddam Island)" (Wavescan N531, April 28, 2019). - (3) "The Island of 500 
Shipwrecks:  The Radio Scene on Sable Island [Canada]" (Wavescan 
N532, May 5, 2019). - (4) "The Shortwave Station in England that Refused 
to Die: The Woofferton Story-1" (Wavescan N533, May 12, 2019). - (5) 
"Unusual Amateur Callsigns"  (Wavescan N533, May 12, 2019). - (6) "The 
Titanic Story:  The Carpathia to the Rescue" (Wavescan N534, May 19, 
2019).  Thanks, Colin and Adrian.        

                    (Jerry Berg)⧫ 
 

www.ontheshortwaves.com
www.ontheshortwaves.com
www.ontheshortwaves.com
http://credo.library.umass.edu/view/full/mums411-b018-f091
www.ontheshortwaves.com
www.ontheshortwaves.com
http://www.ontheshortwaves.com/
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Editor: John Wright 
 
E-mail: dxer1234@gmail.com 
 
The Listening Post is all about you, past future and present 
tense.  Members are interested in reading about how you 
started in the hobby, and what you have been doing radio-
wise recently. But we also want to hear about the person 
lurking behind the dials, so feel free to slip in a bit of more 
general life-based discussion. Too, this is the place to 
discuss any and all topics of current interest to radio 
hobbyists, but let’s keep it light and respectful. 
 
► Dennis Allen, from Milperra in Sydney. 
 
I’ve just finished a big clean-up in the shed. All the desk 
drawers have been emptied and all the various boxes 
emptied, which left me with a huge heap of odds and sods - 
stuff accumulated over the years such as circuit boards, 
components, nuts and bolts, half-finished non-working 
radios and tools. 
 
Anyway, being one of those people who don’t like to throw 
anything out in case I need it later on, everything has been 
sorted and placed in their own little box or drawer, labelled, 
and stacked neatly on the desk in the radio corner, a joy to 
behold. 
 
Just to finish up, the other night I was listening to Nikkei 
Radio 1, and they played a selection of Elvis Presley songs, 
including “All shook up”, “One night with you” and “Jailhouse 
Rock”!  Ah, happy days! 
 
Reports. BBC via Kranji 9900 @ 1000 
 
QSL’s R. Japan via Kranji. F/D “Mountain Stream in Spring”; 
card in 2 months.  
 
Yes, I keep looking at my shed and its always needing 
something moved-ed JW. 
 
►Martin Greer, Launceston Tasmania. 
 
Martin always tells me about his surrounds and listening. 
(My thoughts are that I should come down and see my older 
daughter Kristy in South Launceston and the three 
grandkids)! However in the summer! To visit Martin.-Johno. 
 
►David Foster from Victoria. 

“No listening happening here. Next door or someone close 
by has added some noise-making horror which has really 
curtailed DXing. Not so much fun. 
 
We’re off to East Timor again in July and as usual I’ll take 
the Grundig YB400. I don’t expect there will be much change 
at all in local stations there but hopefully something different 
or new. You can almost never find out what is happening 
with East Timor radio via the internet  -  all the info is so 
dated or is copied from my WRTH contributions. Before 
Timor we’re taking The Ghan to Alice Springs, exploring for 
4 days around Central Australia, then flying to Darwin and 
on.  
 
Following a month in Timor we’ll catch up with our son in 
Singapore for a few days then to Perth and several days up 
in Shark Bay/Monkey Mia. Hopefully there will be 
somewhere in all of that with decent reception. The Grundig 
isn’t the greatest for hooking into SW signals without a long 
external aerial but the better ones should pop through. 
 
QSLs have almost stopped. This is the sum total for the 5 
months of this year  - 
 
Armenia Norddeutscher Rundfunk via Gavar/Kamo 6030  
6155  -  rather subdued Christmas QSL card with FD & site 
for Christmas eve Gruss an Bord special, received in one 
Month 
 
France 
Koode R. International via Issoudun 7265  -  verie email from 
station CEO Usman Shehu at Abuja Nigeria studio. Arrived 
in 17 days from kri@kooderadio.com 
 
Romania 
Italian R. Relay Service via Saftica 7290 - email reply 
acknowledged report and attached an eQSL but it was blank 
so I had to fill in the details. Took 16 days for report to 
reports@nexus.org 
Cheers David and Anne. 
 
Try 3210 USB 1000-1015 USB Monday night. Shoot the 
neighbour! Or go and talk to the person! (Well mate I wish 
you and Anne and a safe trip, your contributions a legendary 
from the 70’s)-ed JW 
 
►John Wright Roselands NSW. ICOM R75 and a EWE 20 
degrees direction. 
 
Sorted out Romania 17880 I got a letter saying due to 
budget cuts no QSL card In 3 months however saying thank 
you got the report and budget cuts. (What about a European 
club take control and sponsor Radio Romania 
International??) 
 
We have sponsored various stations since 1996 Crazy? 
Sometimes you have to help yourself! -JW           Ω 
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Broadcast Band & FM News     
Editor: John Wright 
 
E-mail: dxer1234@gmail.com 
 
Postal contributions to John Wright, 71 Hilton Avenue, 
Roselands 2196 N.S.W. 
 
 
We start off with a big set of notes from Chris. 
 
►Chris Martin, Ormeau, Queensland 
 
It has been quite an event full on the medium wave band. 
Mid May saw a CME followed by the Solar Wind which 
depressed signals for over 3 days. 
 
Highlights during the month was the logging of KGBN 1190, 
Anaheim, Cal with Korean px. Logging R. Naval in 
Guayaquil on 1510 listed as 1Kw. It has the t/s clock thru 
their night with robo male announcer giving time. ID @ TOH. 
At the end of the month Smithy &amp; I put in two evenings 
listening in the cane fields at Pimpama Qld. We ran out a 
500 m Beveridge (in banana shape!) aimed some what 70 
deg mag. 
 
Well oh boy the Mexicans were fantastic, 18 in total logged. 
The high power stations in Mex City were pushing 10 dB 
over 9. Could hear their National Anthem at 1100z followed 
by respective ID’s. Cubans also good with Rebelde on 670 
at 0910z, S9 in the clear. R. Reloj on 950 with usual rapido 
noticias, t/s tone on top at 0930z. 
 
Also possible R. Bahama on 1540 with AC pops mixing with 
a religious preacher in EE (KXEL ??). 
 
Receivers used AOR7030+Palstar 
 
►Steve Zollo, Emerald Victoria. 
 
Hi Johno, just a small number of logs for your section this 
month. Of interest was using a new temporary antenna 
setup - an indoor loop/flag which I have tried a few times in 
the past but this time amplified using a $30 pre-amp from 
eBay and it worked well enough to get some decent DX on 
MW and LW. 
 
657     Star, Tauranga or Wellington, New Zealand. 1157 

music good level over nulled out ABC. ID for Star 

News @ 1200. SIO 333. 17/5. (Zollo-B) 

909     CNR6, Quanzhou, FJ, China. 1223 with music 

heard // to 9420kHz. SIO 333. 17/5. (Zollo-B) 

1458   Radio New Zealand National, Westport, New 

Zealand. 1132 music fading pretty high against 

2PB and verified // web-stream (and a few 

seconds ahead of it). SIO 211. 25/5. (Zollo-A) 

1575     VOA, Ban Phachi, Thailand. 1229 Yankee Doodle 

theme music fading in very briefly amongst Aussie 

station(s) - just enough duration to ID it!. SIO 111. 

25/5. (Zollo-A) 

Zollo-A = Steven Zollo, Emerald VIC (Icom IC-7300 + north-
east amplified indoor flag/loop antenna) 
Zollo-B = Steven Zollo, Emerald VIC (Sony ICF-2010 + PK 
active loop antenna)  
 
The indoor flag/loop was about 5.8m long by about 2m 
high...more details of it in the Utility logs I&#39;m hoping to 
send to John Volpato later tonight... 
  
Regards Steve (657 is a good hard logging well done)-ed 
JW 
 
►John Wright, Roselands NSW ICOM R75 EWE 20 
degrees. 
 
1674 Hearing Unid sounds like Indian music direction at 
0430 UTC Western suburbs of Sydney 23/5 note 1683 was 
off air back on 25/5 
 
Anyone hear this in Sydney’s west?????? 
 
Bryan Clark posted on the WRTH - World Radio Tv 
Handbook Facebook group 
 
From Radio Cook Islands. 
"The Cook Islands Investment Corporation will begin 
dismantling our AM Radio mast out at Matavera. 
 
The mast was installed around 1970year and I remember 
seeing it being worked on around 1990year but since then 
no maintenance has been done on it. Government own it 
and Bluesky maintain it. 
 
Anyway, it is a hazard at the moment as sections of it are 
rusting and so it needs to come down. It will affect our radio 
service reach. 
 
We have FM around the island and in the Outer Islands via 
the Government but the reach is not that good. 
 
I think radio is kind of like a low priority for anyone these 
days. 
 
The AM has been useful in that in can reach all the way to 
Penrhyn." 
 
This news is in contrast to Samoa where 2AP 540AM has 
had a reprieve thanks to AusAid replacing the AM Mast in 
Apia. 
(Adrian Sainsbury-NZL via Mike Terry-UK, wor dxld BrDXC-
UK ng May 23) 
 
IRELAND    
Upgrade works will ensure that the transmission of Raidio 
Teilifis Eireann longwave transmitter on 252 continues for 
the Irish diaspora, a Fine Gael TD has said. Chair of the 
Oireachtas Communications Committee, Hildegarde 
Naughton, welcomed RTE's decision to undertake 
significant remedial works on transmission equipment which 
will guarantee the continuance of the longwave service for a 
minimum of two years. 
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Deputy Naughton said: "The maintenance of long wave 
radio for the Irish diaspora is a significant concern to the 
Committee. "The UK regulator, Ofcom, will not grant RTE, 
as a non-UK broadcaster, the necessary licence to 
broadcast on digital in the UK at this time. "After 
engagement between the Committee and RTE, I received a 
letter from the Director General of the national broadcaster 
committing to maintain service into the future. 
 
"The antenna upgrade requires bespoke manufacturing 
from a specialist supplier based in Canada and delivery of 
this element is expected by mid-September. "The relevant 
mast at Summerhill is 248 metres in height and is a high-risk 
work environment. "I am told that the weather, and more 
particularly wind speeds, will be the main determining factor 
on the commencement and the duration of the works. 
"Unfortunately, once this remedial work commences, the 
long wave service will have to be temporarily suspended. "I 
understand that it will be out of commission for 
approximately ten weeks, but RTE has said it will endeavour 
to complete the works as quickly as possible. "I welcome the 
efforts being made to continue this service, which serves as 
an invaluable link between the diaspora and home. However 
I intend to work with the committee to explore other longer 
term alternative solutions to ensure this service continues," 
Deputy Naughton concluded. 
(The SWLing Post) 
 

Changes to SA radio services: Murray Bridge, 
Mount Barker and Victor Harbor 
 
Listeners of the commercial radio station 5MU in Murray 
Bridge, Mount Barker and Victor Harbor may soon be 
retuning their radios if the Australian Communications and 
Media Authority (ACMA) accepts a proposal by the station 
to swap from AM to FM transmission. 
 
‘FM radio provides improved audio quality for listeners in 
regional areas and can be more cost-effective to operate 
than AM radio,’ said ACMA Chair Nerida O’Loughlin. 
 
‘A number of regional commercial radio stations are seeking 
to convert their services to FM under an industry-led 
conversion program,’ said Ms O’Loughlin. 
 
‘The ACMA will facilitate a conversion after taking a number 
of issues into account. These include availability of suitable 
spectrum and being satisfied that audiences in regional 
areas do not lose radio services under that proposal.’ 
 
The ACMA is also proposing to plan a new long-term 
community radio broadcasting service for Mount Barker, 
which is currently served by temporary community 
broadcasting services. 
 
‘We now want to hear from the audiences in Murray Bridge, 
Mount Barker and Victor Harbor about these proposals,’ Ms 
O’Loughlin said. 
 
Submissions on the proposals are due by 14 June 2019. 

More information about AM–FM conversion is available 
here.  
 
If the ACMA decides to approve these conversions, the 
timing of the FM conversion would be up to the commercial 
broadcasters. 
 
If the new community service is approved, the ACMA may 
then proceed to a merit-based allocation of the licence. 
 
For more information, please contact ACMA Media on 0438 
375 776, or media@acma.gov.au 
(ACMA Press Release) 
 
INDONESIA 
Japanese DXer Hiroyuki Okamura reports a new Radio 
Republik Indonesia outlet at Ranai in the Riau Islands 
[located between the Malaysian mainland and Borneo. BC] 
heard on 1467 at 1800 on 10 February.  
 
Research by Jari Savolainen has uncovered a report that 
Indonesian telecommunications company Catur Mitra 
Adhikara completed the transmitter installation on RRI 
Ranai in 2018. RRI Ranai is located on Natuna Island. The 
transmitter installed by CMA for RRI Ranai is the Gatesair 
transmitter for AM of 10 KW and Gates for FM for 10 KW. 
The installation is also equipped with Orban audio 
processor. The Orban Optimod 9300 is used for AM and 
Orban Optimod 5700 for FM.  
 
The 10 KW Gatesair AM transmitter provides unmatched 
audio performance, better coverage, simple operation, 
lowest operating costs and the highest reliability from any 
medium-wave transmitter 
(DXing.info via NZDXRL via DXWW II, IRCA DX Monitor 
June 1, published May 28 via DXLD) 
 

Clippings 
Radio Related Stories from the World Press  
Edited by Craig Seager 
 
Editorial Address 12 Pellion Pl., Windradyne NSW 2795 
E-mail  shango12@gmail.com 
 
Grainworks to Release 'Cincinnati Liars 
Lager' to Honour Legacy of Local WWII 
Shortwave Radio Station 
 
Hitler called local Voice of America at Bethany Station 
"those Cincinnati liars" when it sent out war news to the 
Allied troops in September 1944 
May 28, 2019 3 PM 
 
West Chester's Grainworks Brewing Company has 
partnered with the National VOA Museum of Broadcasting 
to create a special brew: Cincinnati Liars Lager. 

mailto:media@acma.gov.au
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While the name initially sounds like a slight, it isn't — unless 
you like Hitler. 
 
According to a release, the name comes from a barb tossed 
out by Adolf Hitler during World War II toward the local Voice 
of America Bethany Station. 
 
“When the Voice of America at Bethany Station began 
transmitting shortwave radio war news to the European 
theatre and our Allied troops in September of 1944, we didn’t 
know if anyone was listening,” says Jack Dominic, VOA 
museum director, in a release. “It soon became apparent 
that they were. Adolf Hitler, who ran an extensive 
propaganda machine to control the German people, soon 
after called the Bethany Station, ‘those Cincinnati liars.’ 
We’re proud to honour Bethany Station’s contribution to the 
VOA’s mission of telling the truth in media in order to let 
people in oppressed countries decide what form of 
government they want and will support.” 
 

 
 
Cincinnati Liars Lager will be released at Grainworks (7790 
Service Center Drive, West Chester) during a special 
fundraiser and keg tapping 2-10 p.m. June 15. Proceeds 
from the beer sales and Cincinnati Liars T-shirts featuring 
the beer label will benefit the museum. Bottles will be 
available for sale at the taproom later this summer. 
 
The National VOA Museum of Broadcasting is located at 
8070 Tylersville Road and is open 1-4 p.m. Saturdays and 
Sundays. Admission is $5 for adults and $1 for children.  
 
Long story short, the museum is dedicated to the local Voice 
of America Bethany Station, the result of radio efforts to 
combat propaganda before, during and after World War II. 
In the 1930s, Crosley Broadcasting Corporation locally 
began developing radios that could broadcast news and 
music to Europe and Latin America. This became vitally 
important after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt called an emergency 
meeting in 1942 asking major broadcasters to set up radio 
stations to beam news accounts overseas and to help 
coordinate accurate war information. The VOA Bethany 
Station was one of three in the nation built as a result, along 
with an NBC and CBS station — VOA Dixon and VOA 
Delano, respectively. The goal of the VOA was to broadcast 
truthful, comprehensive information about the war to allies 
in 40 different languages, which it did and which irritated 

Hitler. 
 
The VOA Bethany Station is celebrating 75 years on Sept. 
21 with its own special fundraiser as well, which will also 
feature the Cincinnati Liars Lager.  
 
“We’re happy to support the VOA museum during this 
special anniversary,” said Steven Brock, Grainworks COO, 
in the same release. “We look forward to helping spread the 
word about the incredible people and technology at the 
museum.” 
 
For more information, visit facebook.com/grainworksbeer 
and voamuseum.org. 
 

Scientists Predict A New Solar Cycle is 
About to Begin and that it Might Be 
Stronger Than the Last One 

 

 
Powerful eruption from the surface of the sun captured on May 1, 2013. 
(NASA) 

 
By Joe Kunches 
 
The latest 11-year cycle of the sun is almost over and 
scientists have just released predictions for the next one. 
 
Based on the number of sunspots that formed, scientists 
considered the last solar cycle, No. 24, “weak.” They predict 
that the upcoming cycle, No. 25, may follow suit, but there 
are a range of views. Some scientists say the latest data 
point to a stronger cycle. 
 
The solar cycle forecast was made public at the annual 
Space Weather Workshop last week, hosted by the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space Weather 
Prediction Center. 
 
Lisa Upton, a solar physicist with Space Systems Research 
Corporation and co-chair of the panel issuing predictions, 
said Cycle 25 should begin between mid-2019 and late 2020 
and that it should reach its maximum between 2023 and 
2026, when between 95 and 130 sunspots are projected. 
Average is between 140 and 220 sunspots. 
 
Cycle 24 peaked in April 2014 with 116 sunspots. Should 
Cycle 25 actually reach the predicted values, that would 
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stem the trend of the past few cycles that showed a 
continued decline. 
 
Scott McIntosh, a physicist at the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research, says the latest information would 
suggest solar cycle 25 may actually be stronger than 24. 
“The present Geomagnetic data indicate a higher SC25 
[solar cycle 25],” he tweeted. 
 
The decline in sunspot activity through cycle 24 was 
worrisome to some space weather scientists in that it 
suggested a return to a lengthy “solar drought,” reminiscent 
of the Maunder Minimum period of 1645-1715. Records 
show the sun was essentially spotless for this lengthy 
period, coinciding with the “Little Ice Age” in Europe and 
tickling the interest of scientists to wonder whether there is 
a cause-and-effect relationship between solar behaviour 
and Earth’s climate. 
 
The prediction panel, in future work, will attempt to better 
understand the strength, timing and location of sunspot 
formation across the sun’s hemispheres and the likelihood 
of solar flares and coronal mass ejections. These are blasts 
of charged particles off the sun which can disrupt satellite 
and radio communications, and even power grids in extreme 
cases. 
 
Frank Hill, a physicist at the National Solar Observatory, 
detected measurements heralding the start of Cycle 25 
about a year ago. The small sample of data available 
hampers the confidence of prediction, but he estimates 
Cycle 25 will commence around October. 
 

 
 
The prediction of solar cycle behaviour is very difficult. “We 
are not really ‘there’ on the underlying physics of the 
problem. It’s a bit like pin the tail on the donkey,” McIntosh 
said. 
 
Solar scientists are most concerned about a major eruption 
from the sun, which could cause substantial damage to 
electronic communication systems and power grids. History 
suggests such extreme events are possible. 
 
During the “Carrington Event” in 1859, for example, the 
northern lights were seen as far south as Cuba and Hawaii, 
according to historical accounts. The solar eruption “caused 
global telegraph lines to spark, setting fire to some telegraph 

offices,” NASA wrote. A similar event today would have the 
potential to cause serious damage to satellite 
communications and power infrastructure. 
 
During weak cycles, such events are less likely but still 
possible. 
 
“While we are not predicting a particularly active Solar Cycle 
25, violent eruptions from the sun can occur at any time,” 
Doug Biesecker, a solar physicist at NOAA’s Space 
Weather Prediction Center, said in a statement. 
 
In any cycle, strong or weak, the strongest solar storms are 
most likely at the solar maximum, which is projected 
between 2023 and 2026 in Cycle 25. Pete Riley, a scientist 
with Predictive Science, said at the recent workshop that the 
probability of a “Carrington Event” during solar minimum is 
about 1.4 percent, whereas during solar maximum it 
balloons to about 28 percent. 
 
The Cycle 25 prediction panel will continue its work and 
periodically update its forecasts. 
(Washington Post) 
 

Massive 'Super Station' Radio Signal 
Carrying 'Message of Jesus Christ' to 
Blanket North Korea 
05-09-2019 
George Thomas 
 
Ed Cannon, president of Far East Broadcasting Company, 
spoke with CBN's Senior International Correspondent 
George Thomas about their efforts to blanket North Korea 
with the gospel of Jesus Christ 
 
Communist North Korea is about to get hit with a massive 
new radio signal carrying the message of Christ's love like 
never before. 
 
"It's an AM station, 250,000 watts, which will clearly cover 
North Korea," said Ed Cannon, president of Far East 
Broadcasting Company, also known as FEBC. 
 
For over 75 years, FEBC has been using radio signals to 
send the message of Jesus Christ around the world. 
 
Cannon says this new "super station" will be erected close 
to the border of North and South Korea. 
 
"We've secured a location on the western coast of South 
Korea just a few miles south of the Demilitarized Zone," 
Cannon told CBN News. "It's a perfect location because the 
signal goes across the ocean for a few miles and then goes 
right into North Korea." 
 
FEBC's president says the radio signal will launch in a few 
months and will carry gospel programs produced from 
neighbouring South Korea. 
 
"The strategy of our organization is to use indigenous 
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people in their native language to produce programming," 
Cannon said. "We have a large segment of South Korean 
people broadcasting and we also have a number of 
escapees, refugees from North Korea, who've come to our 
organization." 
 
Cannon claims the signal will be "unblockable" by North 
Korea's regime and will "reach far past the northern 
boundary of North Korea covering the entire country with the 
message of Jesus Christ." 
 
According to its website, FEBC's broadcasts can be heard 
in 107 languages and 49 countries from 149 stations and 
transmitters. 
 
"Our goal in North Korea is the same as it is in all of our 
other countries: to share the gospel through radio so that 
people will be inspired to follow Jesus Christ as their 
Saviour," Cannon told CBN News in an earlier interview. 
 
North Korea is the most dangerous country in the world for 
Christians. Cannon says anyone caught listening to FEBC 
programs faces severe consequences. 
 
"The {North Korean} refugees themselves say 'pray for 
courage, pray for perseverance' because the Christians are 
reaching out in ways to gather together in the Name of 
Christ, to pray together, to listen to the radio together, and 
they are willing to endure severe persecution," Cannon told 
CBN News. 
 
Each year, Open Doors USA releases their World Watch 
List, a ranking of the 50 countries where Christians face the 
most persecution. 
 
North Korea has taken the top spot for 18 years in a row. 
 
"If Christians are discovered, not only are they deported to 
labour camps as political criminals or even killed on the spot, 
their families will share their fate as well," Open Doors 
asserted on their website. "Christians do not even have the 
slightest space in society, on the contrary, they are publicly 
warned against." 
(CBN News) 
 

Global Radio Guide Now Available 
Summer 2019 edition lets readers travel radio bands 
worldwide 
 
Marguerite Clark ⋅ May 16, 2019 
 
Teak Publishing has released the 12th edition (Summer 
2019) of the “Global Radio Guide” electronic book. 
 
Available on Amazon, the book, formerly known as the 
“International Shortwave Broadcast Guide,” provides 
readers with this summer’s 24-hour schedule and frequency 
information for “selected medium wave and all known long- 
and shortwave” radio stations. 
 

Author Gayle Van Horn (W4GVH) says it also lists hourly 
schedules that includes all language services, frequencies 
and world target areas for more than 500 stations, as well 
as specifying DX radio programs and internet website 
addresses for many of the stations in the book. 
 
New for the 12th edition is a “Summer 2019 Propagation 
Forecast,” written by international radio propagation expert, 
Tomas Hood (NW7US). In this feature, Hood looks at 
summer radio conditions and the new solar cycle. 
 
Also, Gayle and Larry Van Horn have teamed up to pen a 
story on monitoring the Venezuelan political crisis, including 
broadcast and military frequencies. 
 

Other articles in this edition 
include a feature on 
summer radio 
programming by Fred 
Waterer and an article 
detailing an “easy home-
brew antenna support 
construction,” written by 
Richard Fisher. 
 
In addition, Larry Van Horn 
looks at “Who’s Who in the 

Shortwave Radio Spectrum,” which is designed to assist the 
reader in monitoring global radio activity outside the 
broadcast radio spectrum. According to Van Horn, the 
article also provides an updated Teak Publishing HF 1000+ 
non-broadcast frequency list. 
 
[Want more information like this? Subscribe to our 
newsletter and get it delivered right to your inbox.] 
 
The Global Radio Guide electronic book is available 
worldwide from Amazon and their various international 
websites at https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07R81NJHD/. 
 
The price for this latest edition is US$8.48. 
(Radio World) 
 

New Book on the Icom IC-7300 
I am pleased to announce that my new book, 'The Radio 
Today guide to the IC-7300' is now available from Amazon, 
Kindle, and the RSGB bookshop. In Amazon just search for 
‘IC-7300 book’. Before you buy a copy, check out the 
reviews on Amazon. 
 
The book includes useful tips and tricks for the configuration 
and operation of the fabulous Icom IC-7300 transceiver. 
 
Andrew Barron ZL3DW 
 
https://www.amazon.com/dp/109377133X/ref=sr_1_fkmrnu
ll_2?keywords=ic-
7300+book&qid=1557900862&s=books&sr=1-2-fkmrnull 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07R81NJHD/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/109377133X/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_2?keywords=ic-7300+book&qid=1557900862&s=books&sr=1-2-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/109377133X/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_2?keywords=ic-7300+book&qid=1557900862&s=books&sr=1-2-fkmrnull
https://www.amazon.com/dp/109377133X/ref=sr_1_fkmrnull_2?keywords=ic-7300+book&qid=1557900862&s=books&sr=1-2-fkmrnull
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Utility DX Report     
Editor: John Volpato 
 
E-mail: john@volpato.net 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8q_xuyF7YdbF8jCSdyjmsQ 
 
PO Box 247 
Deakin West   ACT 2600         Ph 0419 621 008 
 
Hello Folks,  
Welcome to the Utility column.   
 
Hope you are all getting some better reception – with a 
couple of sunspots appearing on our local fusion reactor and 
the final switch to winter conditions it has been a little bit 
quieter on the lower bands - here at least. I was concerned 
when the local government swapping all the large (quiet) 
mercury vapour street lights with LED. Fortunately, apart 
from a slight lift in the noise floor it has not been too bad! 
 
In relation to quiet listening we are all looking for the silver 
bullet and our contributor Steve Zollo has kindly sent in 
some details of his antenna set-up the directional aspect is 
particularly interesting as there are many situations where a 
null of some sorts might help. See notes at end of section. 
 
Contributors this month:  
(JV) Yours truly Canberra, ICOM 8600 + Wellbrook ALA-
100,  
(SZ) = Steven Zollo, Emerald VIC (Icom IC-7300 + north-
east amplified indoor flag/loop antenna)  
(PB) Phil Brennan Afedri SDR, Wellbrook ALA 1530 LnPro 
SDR Console v3 YaND v.7.0,  
(EW) Eddy Waters South Australia Recvrs: Watkins-
Johnson HF1000A, TEN TEC RX 340, Drake R8, NRD 
525.Decoder Hoka Code 300 Version 4.047 Extended 
version Antenna 8 element log periodic array covering 5-25 
Mhz inclusive,  
(DS) Dan Sheedy 
(CS) Craig Seager, Blayney NSW (Airspy, W6LVP Loop) 
 - Welcome all! 
 
221 KU Kununurra 1400z (PB) 
245 HLC Halls Creek 1420 (PB) 
251 DU (Dubbo, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1217  (SZ) 
260  PD Port Hedland 1423 (PB) 
269 CV (Charleville, QLD) CW NDB, 25 May 1219  (SZ) 
278  PBO Paraburdoo 1424 (PB) 
292  CDU Ceduna 1429 (PB) 
293 COM (Cooma, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1212  (SZ)  
299 CWR (Cowra, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1210  (SZ)   
302 WYY (Wynyard, TAS) CW NDB, 25 May 1209  (SZ)   
320  BRM Broome 1441 (PB) 
318  BR Brunei 1447 (PB) 
323  CAR Carnarvon 1448 (PB) 
332 KII (King Island, TAS) CW NDB, 25 May 1208  (SZ)   
338  MA Mt Isa 1449 (PB) 
340  OH Ambon - INS 1454(PB) 
341 TW (Tamworth, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1207  (SZ)   
347 RIC (Richmond, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1206  (SZ)   

348 Batam 1525 (listed as 370kHz) (PB) 
350 ESL (East Sale, VIC) CW NDB, 25 May 1204  (SZ)  
353 LRE Longreach 1527(PB) 
356  HID Horn Island 1533(PB) 
359 Amberley ATIS (Amberley, QLD) "Amberley Terminal 

Information Zulu", 25 May 1203  (SZ) 
380 COR (Corowa, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1200  (SZ) 
398 MB (Moorabbin, VIC) CW NDB (and ATIS "Moorabbin 

Terminal Information Zulu"), 25 May 1152  (SZ) 
401 ARM (Armidale, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1151  (SZ)  
413 NBR (Narrabri, NSW) CW NDB, 25 May 1148  (SZ)   
 
YYYYMMDD HHMM KHz ID CALL STATION,COUNTRY 
DIST (Km) 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
20190508 1348 518 $11C 9VG Singapore ,SNG 3368 (PB) 
20190508 1410 518 $11N XSQ Guangzhou, CHN 4384 
(PB) 
20190508 1442 518 $11Q XSG Shanghai ,CHN 4941 (PB) 
20190508 1450 518 $11R XSZ Dalian ,CHN 5785 (PB) 
20190508 1500 518 $11S 9WH21 Sandakan, MLA 2483 
(PB) 
20190508 1510 518 $11T 9WW21 Miri R, Sarawak, MLA 
2637 (PB) 
20190508 1514 518 $11U 9MG Penang ,MLA 3910 (PB) 
20190508 1541 518 $11W HL? Pyongsan,KOR 5334 (PB) 
20190508 1552 518 $11X XVS Ho Chi Minh-Ville ,VTN 
3715 (PB) 
20190508 1630 518 $11C 9VG Singapore ,SNG 3368 (PB) 
20190508 1652 518 $11F HAS Bangkok (Nonthaburi),THA 
4426 (PB) 
20190508 1700 518 $11G JNB Naha ,JPN 4300 (PB) 
20190508 1832 518 $11P XSX Keelung,TWN 4288 (PB) 
20190511 1710 518 $11H JNR Moji,JPN 5146 (PB) 
20190511 1801 518 $11M XSI Sanya,CHN 4136 (PB) 
20190511 1852 518 $11R XSZ Dalian ,CHN 5785 (PB) 
20190511 1910 518 $11T 9WW21 Miri R, Sarawak, MLA 
2637 (PB) 
20190512 1701 518 $11G JNB Naha ,JPN 4300 (PB) 
20190512 2032 518 $09B A9M Bahrein,BHR 9705 (PB) 
20190514 1746 518 $11K JNX Kushiro ,JPN 6313 (PB) 
20190514 2037 518 $11E PKX Jakarta ,INS 2726 (PB) 
20190516 1431 518 $12O NMO Honolulu ,HWA 8613 (PB) 
20190519 1727 518 $11I JGC Yokohama ,JPN 5400 (PB) 
 
571 ROR Koror – Palau 1548 (PB) 

2500 WWVH (Hawaii, USA) Time announcement then 

tone - faint but audible signal, SIO 111, 25 May 

1237 UTC (SZ) 

2628  Charleville, QLD. fax weather maps 120/576 1017 

11 May 2019 (EW) 

4776  Humpty Doo, NT. Stanag 4285 USB 1200 long  

encryption 1125 11 May (EW) 

5079  North West Cape, WA. Mil std 188 110A USB 

idling only no traffic 125 12 May (EW) 

5150   V24 (South Korean #s station) 1351-1403+ 25/5, 

carrier on by at least 1351, opens with "Thursday 

Night" K-pop song, then KR # groups..thanks to 

XYZ on the radio.chobi site for the sked info & 

sat_dxer on radio.chobi for the song title. (DS) 

mailto:john@volpato.net
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8q_xuyF7YdbF8jCSdyjmsQ
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5547  San Fran. ATC wkg American 14 and FedEx 31 

with position reports   

5715  V24 (South Korean #s station) 1456-1408* 26/5, 

carrier on by at least 1456, K-pop song 

"Sandaneun Geon" to open at 1500, then KR 

#s..thanks to sat_dxer on radio.chobi for the song 

title. (DS) 

6345.5  North West Cape, WA. Mil std 188 110A USB 

encryption 615 12 May (EW) 

6628U Korean station – possible R/T traffic? 1120 z (JV) 

6655U San Fran ATC wkg Air Canada 45 with position 

report and request for deviation due weather 

secondary frequency 5547 kHz 1117z (JV) 

6655U San Fran ATC wkg Japan Air 062 with position 

report and selcall / secondary frequency 5547 

1118 z (JV) 

6700U Chinese Om’s in spirited discussion one station 

S9 + 1120z (JV) 

6765.1U Bangkok Meteorological Station.  Weather 

information in Thai, very steady signal 1307 on 

1/6. Played a little interval signal 1308, EE ID, 

schedule 1309 (CS) 

6887L VC01 (Chinese military #s station) 1300+ 20/5 & 

1243 23/5 usual CH # groups with echo //5318 

USB. (DS) 

6905  New South Wales Police Network. ale between 

0300-0600 12 May (EW)  

 
** Ed note – I remember listening to Australian Federal 
Police on this frequency in 1980 !! analogue USB voice in 
those dark ages - hi 
 
6940  New South Wales Fire Service. USB ale network. 

Locations are HAY, COBAR, YOUNG, DUBBO. 
between 500-740 UTC 11 may (EW) 

7455  Puerto Rico. Nau stanag 4481 50/850 encryption 
637 12 may (EW) 

7535  Wiluna, WA. Fax weather map 120/576 132 12 
may (EW) 

7657  Queensland Police. ale network between 0800-
1000 11 May (EW) 

7660  New South Wales Police Network. Starting 
number 2, Northern Territory Police Network 
starting number 9 between 0700-1000 11 May 
(EW) 

8117U Chinese numbers station – sounded robotic – 
almost like a slow VC-01 (JV) 

8125U Philippines R/T traffic busy tones and semi duplex 
conversation 1154z (JV) 

496.5  Humpty Doo, NT. stanag 4285 1200 long  

encryption 620 12 May (EW) 

8557  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 

traffic 135 12 May (EW) 

8668.5  North West Cape, WA. Mil std 188 110A USB 

idling only no traffic 135 12 May (EW) 

8903U Tokyo ATC wkg Jetstar 26 with selcall check 

HDKE 1200z (JV) 

8676.5  North west cape, WA. Mil std 188 110A USB idling  

only no traffic 135 12 May (EW) 

8743U Bangkok Meteorological Radio.  EE wx conditions, 

maritime forecast 1310, fair //6765.1, 1/6 (CS) 

9006  Unid Link-11 station idling USB 1202z (JV) 

9060  Unid OTHR - sounded like the Russian 

Woodpecker from the 70’s and 80’s! (JV) 

9910.6  Noumea, New Caledonia, fuj stanag 4285 1200 

long encryption 520 12 May (EW) 

10084  Auckland, NZ. 05 hfdl calls to aircraft 548 12 May 

(EW) 

10153  Puerto Rico Nau. stanag 4481 50/850 encryption 

637 12 May (EW) 

10505  New South Wales Police. USB ale network 

between 0300-0600 12 May (EW) 

10555  Wiluna, WA. Fax weather map 120/576 137 12 M
   May (EW) 
11090  Honolulu, Hawaii. kvm70 fax 120/576 weather 

map 522 12 May (EW) 
11165  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 

traffic 641 12 May (EW) 
12120  Puerto Rico Nau. stanag 4481 50/850 encryption 

629 12 May (EW) 
12144.6  Noumea, New Caledonia. fuj stanag 4285 1200 

long encryption 511 12 May (EW) 
12365  Charleville, QLD. Voice weather information for 

various regions of Australia, USB 12 May (EW) 
13440  Humpty Doo, NT, ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 

traffic 617 12 May (EW) 
14375  Yokosuka, Japan. ndt stanag 4481 encryption 

50/850 642 12 May (EW) 
14385  North West Cape, WA. Mil std 188 110A USB 

idling only no traffic 437 12 May (EW) 
14434.2  Lualeilei, Hawaii. stanag 4481 50/850 encryption 

524 12 May (EW) 
14645  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 

traffic 617 12 May (EW) 
14745  Queensland Police. ale network  between 03-07  

11 May  (EW) 
15615  Wiluna, WA. Fax weather map 120/576 437 12 

May (EW) 
15856  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 

traffic 621 12 May (EW) 
16957.8  Noumea, New Caledonia. fuj stanag 4285 600 

long 5/n/1 532 12 May (EW) 
ALL DE FUJ FUJ 
TESTING 
RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY 
SGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGS 
0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
VOYEZ VOUS LE BRICK GEANT QUE J 
EXAMINE PRES DU GRAND WHARF 

17002  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 
traffic 443 12 May (EW) 

17919  Agana, Guam. 16 hfdl USB calls to aircraft etc 533   
12 May (EW) 

18060  Wiluna, WA. Fax weather map 120/576 619 12 
May (EW) 

18365  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 
traffic 419 12 May (EW) 

18493.5  Djibouti. USB stanag 4285 1200 long encryption 
507 12 May (EW) 
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18551  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 
traffic 559 12 May (EW) 

18582  North West Cape, WA.  Mil std 188 110A USB 
idling only no traffic 435 12 May (EW) 

18598.4  Noumea,  New Caledonia. fuj stanag 4285 1200 
long encryption 532 12 May (EW) 

18846.5  North West Cape, WA. Mil std 188 110A USB 
idling only no traffic 445 12 May (EW) 

20968  Humpty Doo, NT. ISB 600/600 50/850 encrypted 
traffic 632 12 May (EW) 

21928  Agana, Guam. 16 hfdl USB many squitters calls to 
aircraft etc 507 May 12 may (EW) 

21931  South Korea. 10 hfdl USB calls to aircraft etc 509 
12 May (EW) 

21949  Hat Vai, Thailand. 06 calls to aircraft etc 540 12 
May  (EW) 

22447  Djibouti. USB stanag 4285 600 long 5/n/1 513 12 
May (EW) 

   KKKKKKK 
NNNNVZCZC 
OO FAAA 
DE FUV 
ZNR UUUUU 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

     TESTING 
RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY 
SGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSG 
0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
VOYEZ VOUS LE BRICK GEANT QUE J 
EXAMINE PRES DU GRAND WHARF 
INT ZBZ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

     TESTING 
RYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRYRY 
SGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSGSG 
0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
VOYEZ VOUS LE BRICK GEANT QUE J 
EXAMINE PRES DU GRAND WHARF 

 
That’s all folks happy listening!   73’. John 
 
Notes on Steve Zollo’s interesting set-up: 
* details of the temporary antenna I constructed are: 
* squid poles and furniture for supports! 
* clothes pegs and rubber bands to attach wire to the squid 
poles (see photo) 
* highly susceptible to RFI especially nearby fluorescent 
lights 
* no soldering required for the antenna wiring - just crimp 
connectors and alligator clips basically (see various photos) 
* approx. 2m high vertical sections connected to approx. 
5.8m long horizontal section up high 
* and approx. 5.8m long horizontal section on the floor, 
connected to the vertical at rear (null) end by 860ohm 
resistor (see photo) and connected to the vertical at front 
(receive) end by a home-made impedance transformer 
* impedance transformer (see photo) is approx. 13 turns 
(antenna) to 4 turns (coax cable) ratio...held together with 
Blu-tak! 
* RF amplifier (see photo) is approx. 30dB gain and wide 
band...I have no idea how noisy or good it is compared to 

something "proper"...it's certainly a powerful boost and will 
overload the Icom easily...but on certain bands with certain 
antennas it does the trick suitably well...eventually I'll 
probably invest in something higher quality and more 
expensive. 
* antenna design (see photo) is very common indoor 
flag/loop found all over the Internet but just adjusted for the 
height and length I could fit...and the wires were NOT very 
precise in length or straightness, and one end had quite a 
bit of excess length just coiled up! 
* but, for what it was, it seemed to work really well on LW 
and MW...very pleased to pull in the QLD stations...LW 
dxing very good with this setup and receiver...next time I will 
try for longer horizontal section plus pointing toward the west 
to see how far I can pick up NDBs in the other direction 
around Australia! 
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Activity in my shack up in the tropics has been limited by 
other things. 
 
7 MHz: PV8AL Brazil; 3DA0VV Swaziland / E Swatini; 
AM70P Spain; YU1XA Serbia; DK1NO Germany; 
9M2SAF West Malaysia; R6DX Russia; various US and 
Aussies. 
 
14 MHz: Almost dead here or maybe I’m not looking at the 
right times, worked K6MYC and K7GI. 
 
Bill, W1OW reports that he has had only a few days in April 
when DX was possible, working: 
 
3.5 MHz: 5T5PA Mauritania. 
 
7 MHz: T77LA San Marino; XR201H Chile. 
 
14 MHz: C5DL Gambia; FS/IN3RRK French St Martin; 
IJ9/DJ4EL Lachea Isl; OE19M Austria; LZ117ML 
Bulgaria; TF3WK/P Iceland; UK8FAI Uzbekistan; VR2XYL 
Hong Kong; 4L1AN Georgia; 5P0WARD      ᴥ 
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